RENTAL INFORMATION LAKE MAGGIORE
We offer the biggest selection of boats (with or without Captain) for rent in Lake
Maggiore, the best service and the highest safety standards. Some of our boats are
available every day of the year (including in the winter months).
-

40 HP boat (With or without captain)----- Page 2-4
Premium Boats with Captain (including Boat & Breakfast option for up to 2 people) ----- Page 5-7
Unique Experiences ----- Page 8
Wakeboarding and water ski ----- Page 10
Human-Powered boats: Water-Car Paddle Boat with 5 seats and Kayak with 2 seats ----- Page 16,17
Drone services ----- Page 15
Other Boats ---- Page 9-12

1. BOAT BANTA 460 ( 40 HP With or Without Captain)
This beautiful, new and practical boat is offered by
us directly in Lake Maggiore with Captain and also
without (provided you have enough previous
driving experience on motor boats or a boat license,
as explained on our “about” section on the
website).

Price without a Captain: (Previous Experience or boat license required)
Half day 4 hrs: 170 EUR + Fuel Used + Security deposit of 300 EUR
Full day 8 hrs: 250 EUR + Fuel Used + Security deposit of 300 EUR.
(Estimated fuel consumption to be a maximum of 100 EUR depending on use and distance).
Price with Captain: (for max 2 adults + 1 child)
Half day 4 hrs: 340 EUR (Fuel included and No Deposit Required)
Full day 8 hrs: 550 EUR (Fuel included and No Deposit Required)
Other services such as Transfers and Sunset Cruise are also available for maximum 2 adults + 1 child.
Security Deposit: 300 EUR (in cash) returned if no damages incurred to the boat (Not needed if hiring with the

Captain).
The meeting point on Lake Maggiore is in Solcio - Lesa (10 mins north of Arona), however it is possible to change it
to your location (Angera, Belgirate, etc) with a supplement. If coming from the city Milan we are happy to assist
you in how to get here by train if you don’t have a car.

Boat Description:
We have acquired a brand new and fully equipped Banta 460 (CE certified), directly from its factory, thinking about
the safety & comfort of our passengers in mind. Technical specification:
Model: Banta 460 Open
Category: C
Empty Weight: 370 Kg

Length: 4,65 mt

With: 2 mt

Max crew: 5 people (4 Passengers + Captain)

Motor: Suzuki DF40ASTL, outboard 40/60 HP Fuel tank capacity: 60 lts
Fully equipped boat: marine radio with Bluetooth and surround speakers, 12V charger (car charger) with a
USB charger adapter on request, removable roof, cushions made with a high-tech material used on diving suits (for
comfort and freshness), front table removable and stored inside the boat for your comfort, full safety equipment
required by Italian law.
We have equipped the boat with the best and most reliable marine motor outboard of its category, the
Suzuki DF40ASTL, being the most efficient motor that also helps the environment with reduced emissions and less
petrol consumption. It comes with a high-tech digital multifunction displays that give you the technical information
you need whilst using the boat.

2. OUR TAXI BOAT SERVICE (For Private Cruises with Captain for up to 28
passengers, possibility to disembark on all Borromean Islands and the
Monastery of Santa Caterina)
We have recently added to our Lake Maggiore’s fleet our Taxi Boat
line, to offer you a special and premium way of enjoying Lake
Maggiore. With a capacity of up to 28 passengers, our Taxi Boat is
also capable of accommodating bigger groups. With this boat you
are able to disembark on all the Borromean islands should you wish
to visit the palaces and gardens on them.
Rental prices are on request depending on the amount of
passengers, the tour requested and the distance travelled as our
price on this boat includes the fuel used. The service is offered with
captain and 1 or 2 crew depending on the total number of
passengers. The departing town is Arona but we are able to also
pick you up at certain other locations (with a supplement charge).
For a direct link to our Premium Taxi Service page click here:
https://www.boatrentitaly.com/taxiboatarona

Boat Description:
Model: Vidoli

Length: 12 mt

Max crew: 28 passengers + Captain

With: 2,80 mt
Motor: 160 HP Inboard

3. BOAT ILVER 30 (For Private Cruises with Captain for up to 9 passengers, it is a
spacious Cabin Boat with WC and a lot of internal and external spacegreat for
everyone from couples to families and groups, with the possibility for Boat &
Breakfast for maximum 3
people).
This recently acquired spacious cabin boat is
offered with Captain ONLY. You can do a tour
with Captain from 1 hour onwards and you
also have the opportunity to sleep on board
on a Boat & Breakfast basis (similar to B&B
but on this fantastic boat), if there are 2
(ideal) or 3 people (maximum).
Price with Captain: 180 EUR per hour (fuel included at cruising speed) for up to 2 passengers, then any passenger
extra add 10 EUR per hour per passenger (maximum number of passengers is 9). Price does not vary whether it’s a
day cruise or our very popular sunset cruise. The departing point is the town of Solcio (Lesa) but we can also collect
you from certain other locations (with a supplement price).
The owner of Boat Rent Italy is also the owner & captain of this fantastic boat so he would have the pleasure to look
after you on your Ilver boat tour.
Price for Boat & Breakfast: Please contact us if you are interested on our Boat & Breakfast option for this boat as
the price will depend on how many people (max for 3 people), the time of the year and the check-in and check-out
times will depend whether you wish to do a boat tour on this boat or not.

Boat Description:
Ilver Boats was a notorious and popular Italian Boat Maker who started building boats in 1965 (Any Italian boat
expert will tell you so) in terms of their building quality, safety, design, comfort, practicality and durability. This is
their best Cabin boat model under 10 mts which has been recently acquired and refurbished by us to give you a
unique on board experience, whether taking a boat tour, whether experiencing a Boat & Breakfast on this boat (like
a B&B but on our boat) or boat (You will get a discount if selecting both which will depend on how many hours you
do the tour for). The boat has a WC.
Model: ILVER 30 DAY
Length: 9,80 mt
Empty Weight: 2800 Kg

With: 3.10 mt

Max crew: 10 people (9 passengers + Captain)

Motor: 2 x Volvo Penta of 210 HP each Fuel tank capacity: 550 lts

Unique Experiences with our Boats 2 and 3:

-

Sunset cruise (On both boats): of 2 to 3 hours or more, will show you Lake Maggiore with unreal colors
and beauty. Price on request depending on the total number of passengers and hours.

-

Boat and Meditation (for maximum 3 people) 1 hour of meditation course followed by 2 hours of cruise.
Prices on request.

-

Boat & Massage: (for maximum 4 people) 1 or 2 hrs of massage on board (30 mins each person) followed
by 2 hours cruise. Prices on request.

4. BOAT GOZZO Fully refurbished and originally built in the 1930s (Only with
Captain)
We have recently added to our Lake Maggiore’s
fleet this wonderful boat, a fantastic Italian Classic, a
Gozzo, originally built in the 1930’s in the city of
Genoa. It has recently been fully refurbished to offer
a different experience on cruising the lake, from 1
passenger to up to 8. The service is offered by one of
our partners, a local fishing association dedicated
mainly to contribute with the fish population in the
lake and some other sustainability projects in Lago
Maggiore. They work hand to hand with us to
develop the sustainable tourism in our beautiful Lago Maggiore.
For our Gozzo rental the prices are on request and the service is offered ONLY with captain.

Boat Description:
Model: Italian Gozzo

Length: 9,90 mt

Max crew: 6 passengers + Crew

With: 2,50 mt

Motor: 50 HP Mercedes Inboard

5. Wake Boarding Experience:
We also offer a fantastic fleet of wake-boardingand water sports boats based in Lesa, offered by our professional team of
wake-boarding instructors. The price is 120 EUR per hour and a one off payment of 10 EUR per person (for only 1 hour a
maximum of 4 people is possible at 15 mins per person). So for example for 2 hours for 6 people will be 240 EUR + 60 EUR, so a
total of 300 EUR. The price is inclusive of fuel, wakeboarding lesson for all levels done by an expert instructor (also the captain
of the boat), wakeboarding gear (table, suit, life vest, etc), insurance offered by the Italian Wakeboarding Federation for this
activity.

6. BOAT CAPELLI TEMPEST 775 (Boat License required)
This RIB is provided to us by one of our partner companies and it is to be rented without Captain, so you need to
have a valid and original boat license on you, and you are required to pay a security deposit of 500 EUR on this
boat (The deposit needs to be in CASH).
The prices are on request and the boarding point is near the town of Angera. No water sports are allowed to be
done on this boat.

Boat Description:
Model: Capelli Tempest 775
Length: 7,75 mt
Empty Weight: 1350 Kg

With: 2,97 mt

Max crew: 13 people (12 passengers + Captain)

Motor: 250 HP Yamaha Outboard Fuel tank capacity: 250 lts
Fully equipped boat: 1 mini fridge, rear fresh water shower, front mattress, table, radio with surround
speakers, foldable sunroof, full safety equipment required by Italian law to navigate on Lake Maggiore.

7. BOAT TULLIO ABBATE ELITE 30 (With or without captain)
This fantastic and powerful boat is provided to us by
one of our partner companies and it is possible to rent
with or without Captain. Without captain you will
need to pay a security deposit of 2500 EUR on this
boat so we always suggest to rent it with captain as
no security deposit is required on this case.
For our Tullio Abbate tours the prices are on request,
depending on the number of people and the type of
cruise requested.
The meeting point on Lake Maggiore is in the port of
Castelleto Sopra Ticino or Angera, however it is
possible to change it to your location with a
supplement price.

Boat Description:
Model: Tullio Abbate Elite 30
Length: 9,20 mt
Empty Weight: 3500 Kg

With: 2,50 mt

Max crew: 9 people (8 passengers + Captain)

Motor: 2 x 260 HP Mercury Mercruiser Inboard Fuel tank capacity: 680 lts
Fully equipped boat: 1 Cabin with a double bed, 1 mini fridge, rear fresh water shower, radio with surround
speakers, full rear sundeck mattress (for 3 to 4 people), electric anchor, full safety equipment required by Italian law
to navigate on lake Maggiore.

ALL OUR BOAT RENTALS INCLUDES:
Without Captain:
-

Driving pre-rental lesson if renting without Captain (Approximately 30 mins depending on the experience).
Mandatory insurance.

With Captain:
-

Wi-Fi on board on request.
Best service provided in Lake Maggiore.

Our rental with Captain is simple and much more convenient, as you don’t have to pay the precautionary
deposit and you will be at the great care of our experienced Captain Frederick (founder and director of Boat Rent
Italy), or one of our partner companies’ Captain.
When renting with Captain we offer you a special service where you have full freedom on where you would
like to go, where to stop and for how long (There are some limitations however where we can stop with a boat,
and on the Gozzo boat, as it goes at slow speed, you will only be able to cruise the beautiful south part of the
Lake). Otherwise you can fully relax and trust your Captain’s expertise and knowledge to take you on the best
route depending on the length of the rental and the purpose of your trip. We are fully flexible, if we can make it
happen we will.
Note that during the low season (October – March) only some boats are available for rent and ONLY with
captain.

Our mission is to make your experience with us “the best part of your holidays in Italy”.

WHAT TO BRING ON THE DAY:

-

-

Passport (all nationalities) or ID card (If EU citizen) ONLY if renting without Captain. This applies to the driver
as we will need to keep this during the rental for security reasons and it will be returned at the end. If the
boat requires a boat license you MUST also bring the original and valid boat license with you.
Towels if you are thinking of swimming (we recommend you bring them anyway if you are unsure).
Sun cream and appropriate clothing to the weather.
Camera for your memories.
We will inform you about the current COVID rules to date (as they change from time to time) that need to be
followed during check-in process and on board.

Making a professionally drone video of your boat experience:
When renting our boats we offer you the option to have a professionally made drone video (1 to 3 minutes) of your
boat experience with us in Lake Maggiore to use on your social media channels. The drone video is done by a
professional drone pilot, with the drone “Mavic Pro 2 Hassleblad” (The best in the market). You will receive the video
via whatsapp or e-mail a few days after your rental. The cost of this is 100 EUR 50 EUR (on offer) and the service
needs to be requested in advance (subject to availability). Possibility to do a 4K resolution video on request at a price
agreed upon preferred duration and type of video requested.

Use our local knowledge free of charge:
As part of your boat rental booking with us, we offer our customers local advice and information at hand should they
wish to use it. Whatever the help you need: information about local excursions in the area, best accommodation in
the area to cater your needs, best restaurants, etc. Our advice is free and objective, telling you, from our own
experience, the best option available in the area according to your needs. We want our customers to feel and be
treated like a local when visiting our destinations.

8. OUR NEW AND UNIQUE PEDAL BOAT, an icon in the Lago Maggiore (Up to 5
people):
We are excited to add for the 2021 season this unique, bran new
and phenomenal pedal boat to our fleet in Lake Maggiore. We have
had it tailored-made from the builder to be a big boat (up to 5
passengers), unique, tall over the water (so you can remain dry), yet
beautiful and that fits perfectly in design with the Lago Maggiore
scenery. The boat is fully equipped and can have the sun roof
removed if you wish, it also has a ladder if you wish to go
swimming. It will be located at our 2nd base in Mna, in the Hotel
Antico Verbano, but also we can offer delivery service in certain

towns on rental for 4 hrs and up (with a supplement cost).
Pedal boat Rental Price:
1 hour: 35 EUR

2 hours: 65 EUR

3 hours: 90 EUR

4 hours: 110 EUR Full day (10am until 5pm): 140 EUR

The departing point is the town of Solcio (Lesa).
Precautionary deposit: 60 EUR (cash only) which will be returned at the end of the rental if no damages incurred to
the pedal boat.
With the pedal boat rental you will receive a sportive life vest and instructions some navigation rules, where you can
go in the lake, etc.

9. KAYAK WITH 2 SEATS (FULLY EQUIPPED):

We have recently added a brand new 2 x
seater Kayak for you to enjoy in Lake
Maggiore, departing from Lesa but also we
can offer delivery service in certain towns on
rental for 4 hrs and up (with a supplement
cost). This Kayak model has been personally
selected as it is best suitable for either
beginners or advance users, is very practical,
safe and comfortable; plus it is made in Italy
by a small team of kayak experts.

Kayak Rental Price:
1 hour: 20 EUR
2 hours: 40 EUR
3 hours: 50 EUR
4 hours: 60 EUR
Full day (10am until 5pm): 100 EUR
Precautionary deposit: 40 EUR (cash only) which will be returned at the end of the rental if no damages incurred to
the Kayak.
With the Kayak rental you will receive a sportive life vest which is mandatory to wear to comply with local legislation
and instructions of the navigation rules using a kayak, where you can go in the lake, etc.
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